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***

Greetings in the Royal Blue of Archangels Michael and Gabriel ... in the New Aquarian Age ...
and the day of Resurrection in the past Piscean Age ...

Be aware of your Position in Time ... is fundamental for Happiness ...

A wise say ...

Eternity is composed of segments of moving consciousness labeled
“time.”

-- The Great Divine Director ... in Law.

Now ... A Super Sexy Woman can have no idea what is Eternity ... but you must have ...

First of all ... You are not ... only Physical ... you are Multidimensional ... this means there are
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many "You" ...

Second ... in you ... there are many You at the same time ... vibrating and occupying the
same Space ...

You can count 7 ...

Until now we have find the necessary Time to include these concepts in "High Physics" ... but
we will ...

We always underline ... "The Perfection of the Heavens" and God ...

The Harmony of the Heavens ... to the Chaos like Modern Physics propose you ...

Lady Portia which is represented like "Lady Justice" ... and she is NOT
BLINDED ... Twin Flame of Beloved Saint Germain explain us ...
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The eternal star of hope, the star of Bethlehem, beloved ones, must, then,
arise in your heart. And you must behold its radiance as a hallowed light
upon your path, dispersing and dispelling the shadows that loom ahead,
pointing out the thorns and briars upon the human path that you may step
aside and avoid them.
It is not the desire of God that any of his little ones should suffer either
pain or anguish or despair. It is the desire of God that life be recognized as
a cosmic opportunity.
In the name of heaven, precious ones of the light, if this moment you were
all exalted into your ascension and stood beside me, do you not think that
seeing far ahead into infinite realms of time and space and eternity, you
would behold a path of ever-ascending light? Of course you would, beloved
ones. You would behold the Path infinite, looming before you with
ever-increasing crescendos of hope. Why not, precious ones, then, accept
that hope today? Why not accept it at this moment? It
is
, you know. And it
is
the tangible reality of heaven.
Shut out, then, human discord. Shut out the habits of the years that are
unwanted. Shut out your human fears. And establish within your hearts the
Christ consciousness that recognizes opportunity as a moment born anew.

-- Lady Portia -- Vengeance Is Not the Plan of God (click
the link)

***

After this necessary Spiritual Introduction we can call about ... What is Karma and what is
Life.

From some point of view ... these words are a continuation of ...
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Click
to read
... ... partner or Twin Flame of Archangel Uriel ... said in 1975 ...
Archeia
Aurora

We shall see; we shall see who is willing to bear the cross of personal and
planetary karma. We shall see who will seek to save his life and who will
lose his life for the sake of the Christ. For the Son of man shall come in the
glory of his Father. Your own Christ Self will descend in the glory of your
own I AM Presence and with the angels of the Christed one. And then Jesus
in the Christ Self of all shall reward every man according to his works.
Now Is the Judgment of This World (link)
Therefore ... not only You and me ... have Karma (to solve) ... also ... but specially ... the
Planet.

And Planetary Karma is related to Energy of Space ... in Mother Russia ... in Holy United
States ... in Venezuela ... in Italy, in China ... in India ... etc.

Some places have more Karma ... than others ... more a Space have Karma ... more such
Country of City (or Cities) are buried in the Past ... cycling ... eternally ... until got solution.
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***

Until here ... I told you ... nothing new ...

Let me guess ... Some time ago ... I begin a small research related to Thermodynamic ... the
Maxwell Demon (which is called in this way but bring order, not chaos) ... and this ... in an
inspired way ... invite me ... to see or propose ... Any Emotion ... which are Energies ... like
Fear, Happiness, Joy ... in mathematical terms.

It is a mistake to consider Chaos ... or "Demon in the Machine" ... but Information can be
used like a Fuel ... but must be Ordered ... otherwise cannot be used. Time is ordered.

***

One of the best modes to understand what Karma is ... is to understand ...

How you can solve 100% of your Karma.
How can be ... this possible? ...

Well ... you will not be the first to do that ... Right? ...

I will use to classifications which are full equivalent ...

Any Saint ... Man or Woman ...
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Man like Saint Anthony of Padua
Man like Padre Pio or a new friend ...
Saint Nicholas ... Incredible ... or between the Women ...
Saint Theresa of Avila ... of course ...
Mother Mary ... or
Mother Theresa of Calcutta ... etc ...

They solve 100% of their Karma ... Angel Kryon talk about Mother Teresa ... she got fear ...
but according to my understanding she solve.

The other is "Occultist" ... or someone that search the Solution or the "Laws" that provoke
him (or her) karma.

And here we conclude ...

Alice Bailey said ...

Every change, in human life, is subject to immutable laws, if such a
paradoxical statement may be permitted. In the attempt to find out those
laws, in order to conform to them, the occultist begins to offset karma, and
thus colours not the astral light. The only method whereby these laws can
as yet be apprehended by the many who are interested is by a close study
of the vicissitudes of daily existence, as spread over a long period of years.
By the outstanding features of a cycle of ten years, for instance, as they are
contrasted with the preceding or succeeding similar period a student can
approximate the trend of affairs and guide himself thereby.
When the point in evolution is reached where the student can contrast
preceding lives, and gain knowledge of the basic colouring of his previous
life cycle, then rapid progress in adjusting the life to law is made.
When succeeding lives can be likewise apprehended by the student, and
their colouring seen and known, then karma (as known in the three worlds)
ceases,
and the adept stands master of all causes and effects as they condition and
regulate his lower vehicle.
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Therefore to solve your Karma ... You need to study your Karma ... and become ... an
Apprentice of its Laws ... a Writer like your fellow friend ...

Giovanni.

Thanks.
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